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This leading client of the gaming industry offers superior quality and robust gaming 

solutions for multiple platforms. From building gaming applications to social sports 

betting applications, client is committed to offering solutions that have optimized 

design and are rich in functionalities.
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Customer Overview

Sports Betting

     Streak

Daily Fantasy

     Survival Pool

March Madness

     Quiz

Project Features



Client required an application where users can bet on their favorite sports teams and 

compete to win amazing prizes. Players should be able to make picks against real 

spreads, lines and totals for both major league and college sports.

Required an Application forSports Betting

We developed an optimized database structure to save each player’s detail from the API. 

We also employed low level cache techniques. Apart from the normal betting there is a 

daily fantasy part in which users can choose their players, create a draft and win cash 

prizes. This is a completely innovative game in which user instead of selecting player can 

select entire team and draft their roasters.

Developed an Optimized Solution
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Problem Statement

CIS Solution

Positive Outcome
There are various exciting offers for the users to keep them engaged. More and more 

users are showing interest in this game as it is very user friendly and is helping them to 

win a lot of cash prizes.



Technologies Used
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Gain useful insights into your business with our Business Intelligence & Analytics solutions that have a strong backing of our wide-ranging domain 
expertise and technology skills.
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